**CNR1 Net Radiometer**

Year

Julian Day

Hour/Minute

Avg CM3 Up (shortwave radiation) – **CM3-up**

Avg CM3 Down (shortwave radiation) – **CM3-dn**

Avg CG3 Up (longwave radiation) – **CG3-up**

Avg CG3 Down (longwave radiation) – **CG3-dn**

Avg CNR1 temperature (degrees C) – **Temp *C**

Avg CNR1 temperature (degrees K) – **Temp *K**

Avg Net shortwave radiation – **Net RS**

Avg Net longwave radiation – **Net RL**

Avg Albedo – **Albedo**

Avg Total Net radiation – **Net TTL**

Avg temperature corrected CG3 Up – **CG3 up co**

Avg temperature corrected CG3 Down – **CG3 dn co**

**NOTE: the directional notation refers to which way the sensor is looking**

Eg. CM3 UP refers to the reading of the shortwave sensor that is looking UP